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Caution: Leaked Report Causes 'Huge Uproar' and Reveals 'Untapped' Goldmine… 

"24 Year Old High School Drop Out 
*SHOCKS* Guru's By Revealing His 

'Hidden Loophole' Allowing YOU To Cash-
In On Products You Never Created And 
Tap Into 113,181+ Affiliates Eager To 

Sell Your Product"
Subject: Clickbank PROOF Case Studies...

Written by Andrew Fox, Ireland and proudly recommended by Marhgil Macuha

Dear Friend,

If you've been looking for a way to create an Instant Internet business, gain a 
HUGE army of instant affiliates to sell 'in demand HOT products' you didn't even 
create read on…

Fact is, I've been selling online full time for 7 years and have generated millions of 
dollars of personal sales in that period. 

But nothing could prepare me for this…

I recently discovered a 'breakdown' in the system, something *ANYONE* could do 
to make money online… faster and easier than ever before.

It wouldn't take years or even months to build…

It wasn't anything to do with getting ranked in the search engines…

It didn't have ANYTHING to do with Google Adsense…

…While Everyone Has Been 'Tripping' Over 
Themselves Chasing 'Anything And Everything' 

Related To Google Adsense, I've Been Raking In A 
Small Fortune Selling Products I Don't Even Create 
Myself on Clickbank Without Spending A Penny On 
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Advertising"

Can you keep a secret?

When I see the crowd run one way, I wait for the dust to settle and examine all the 
money 'left on the table' when people abandon ship…

What I'm about to tell you is going to send your head spinning, get your pulse 
racing and drive your heart rate through the roof! 

'Come closer'… as I reveal some *SHOCKING* results. 

Over the past year I've been investigating various methods of making money with 
Clickbank.com.

For those that don't know what Clickbank.com is. here's a simple description….

On the surface, it's a place where you can sell your digital products or become an 
affiliate for other people's products and drive traffic from PPC, Google Adwords or 
natural Search Engine Traffic. 

But dig a little 'deeper' and when done correctly, you can leverage the power of 
100,000+ active affiliates into selling your product, gain MASSIVE traffic from 
Clickbank for FREE and earn a small fortune promoting other people products as 
an affiliate… 

…I'm Releasing The Following 3 PROVEN, 'Tried & 
Tested' Case Studies With Screenshots And Sales 

Volume To PROVE My Point..

Here's a little background on how I got started…

I'd been looking through Clickbank and decided I wanted to sell a product through it 
to see how things went. 

So one day, while browsing the Internet I got a great idea… "Why don't I buy a 
good product with resale rights and sell that instead" 

This way I wasn't risking my own time, a lot more money and effort...
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Dominating Clickbank 'Proof Case Study' #1

How I generated $25,735 of sales, gained over 41,000 unique visitors 
from a product I paid a $197 resale license fee for. All by using the 
power of Clickbank.

Case Study Analysis Report 

1) In April 2006 I purchased resale rights to an ebook called "10 Real 
Adsense Secrets" for $197 from Ryan Deiss.

2) I then registered a new domain called Ad_ens__rof___ide.com . (Domain 
name is revealed in Dominating Clickbank Tutorial) 

3) I uploaded the pre written sales copy Ryan supplied onto the my newly 
registered website and made a few CRITICAL Tweaks. 

4) Next I created an enticing Affiliate Page to get people excited about 
promoting product. I included certain features to make it an offer any affiliate 
couldn't refuse (This is a Critical section and MUST be done correctly. I spend 
a lot of time going into detail on this section in Dominating Clickbank - Video #4)

5) I submitted my affiliate page to the "correct directories" and emailed a 
small list I had letting them know about the affiliate opportunity. 

6) The results were amazing! The more people promoted, the higher I rose in 
the Clickbank Marketplace which in turn attracted more affiliates. 

I couldn't stop making money - See PROOF Screenshots below 

Case Study Results
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Here's just a few screen shots of the pay checks I received.... This is my NET 
PROFIT after paying affiliates 60% and 7.5% in Clickbank fees
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I also set up another promotion through a separate merchant account and sold 
$11,295.31 through this account. 
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From my little 'experiment' I generated total of $11,295 + $15,000. 

Total $26,295 for a $197 investment and a bit of clever marketing.

When you learn these tactics revealed in Dominating Clickbank YOU can set 
up UNLIMITED websites with this method. Just think each website can be up 
and running within 24 hours or less!

Click here to learn more about Dominating CB

One of my other discoveries was combining Google Adwords with Clickbank 
together.

Now I'm sure many of you have heard about this.

But has anyone ever shown you PROOF results of their campaigns and created a 
video tutorial showing you how?
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Dominating Clickbank 'Proof Case Study' #2

How I generated $1100.18 Profit In Less Than 5 Minutes Over The 
Christmas Period By Combining Google Adwords And Clickbank

This is one of the most 'powerful' yet highly effective ways to earn BIG profits 
with clickbank.

Here's another PROOF case study report where I generated $1100.18 profit 
over the Christmas Period for a campaign that took me less than 5 minutes to 
set up. 

(These products I was promoting had NOTHING to do with Internet Marketing)

Case Study Analysis Report 

1) Searched Clickbank for appropriate products to promote that pay acceptable 
commissions. (I usually only pick products at least 50% commission but some 
go up to 75%)

2) I then logged into Google Adwords account and started researching keywords 
to promote products as affiliate. The secret is to choose the best converting 
keywords (I explain how to do this in Video Tutorial #5)

3) Start testing different ad copy for each campaign. Remember Google rewards 
advertisers for having a high Click Thru rate so always test ad copy. The better 
the click thru rate the less you pay for advertising (HUGE factor between profit 
and loss) I'll show you the EXACT things you need to test.

4) Watch the sales roar in and keep a careful watch on advertising spend and 
profit earned per sale of each product. 

5) When you have successfully set up a campaign I like to call it "set and forget". 
Move on to the next one and replicate the process UNLIMITED TIMES. 

Case Study Results.
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From my 'affiliate hunter method'I did spend money on advertising... But I made 
a HUGE return on investment. (Over 450%!)

The best part is once you find a profitable campaign you can "set, forget and 
move on" to the next one.

Here's a screen shot of my advertising costs from Google Adwords..
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In total I generated $1501.59 of sales minus $401.41 advertising costs

That's a NET PROFIT of $1100.18 for something that took me less than 5 
minutes to set up.

Imagine if each campaign is only bringing in $20 per day profit and you have 10 
campaigns running That's $200 a day. $6,000 a month hand's free income! Or 
the equivalent of $72,000 year.

Video Tutorial #5 of "Dominating Clickbank" will teach you exactly how to set up 
the affiliate hunter method

Click here to learn more about Dominating CB

Interested in hearing another case study... 

After generating over $25,735 of sales selling an ebook I didn't even write (as shown in 
Case Study #1) I wanted to leverage this into even more profit ..

I've code named this technique the "Clickbank Double Swap & Profit" which is taught is 
Video #6 of Dominating Clickbank. 
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After building an opt in list and customer list from Case Study #1, I knew I had leverage to 
gain even more BIG affiliates to promote my product.

Using a careful selection process I searched the Clickbank Marketplace for a product that I 
could offer to my new customer list that was similar but not a direct competitor of my own. 

I located one called EndlessOptin.com. This was a software that built opt in pages to build 
email lists. I felt it was a good match.

Read the Case Study below to see how it went...

Dominating Clickbank 'Proof Case Study' #3

Employing my "Clickbank Swap & Double Profit Method" I generated 
a further $7,000+ PROFIT using the power of Clickbank

Clickbank product owners are often looking at ways to increases there income. Quite 
often they will search through the Clickbank market place and promote similar products 
that are sold through Clickbank. 

IMPORTANT POINT: The reason they will promote another product as an affiliate 
through Clickbank is because they know they are going to get paid on time. The 
affiliate does not handle the payments, Clickbank handles payment.

Case Study Analysis Report 

1) For my product located at Ad_ens__rof___ide.com . (Domain name is 
revealed in Dominating Clickbank Course) I had built an opt in list and customer 
base of people who had purchased the product

2) I searched the Clickbank market place and looked for a product to promote 
that I felt was suited to the list.

3) *Double Swap & Profit Method about to commence*. I contacted the owner of 
the product at www.endlessoptin.com. (Full template of letter is given in the 
Dominating Clickbank Course)

Here's a Screen Shot of the "Clickbank JV Approach Letter"
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4) The Clickbank JV Letter is VERY IMPORTANT. It's basic elements say 
"Hi , I've found your product over at www.yourproductname.com and think I 
could sell quite a few units as an affiliate. I own a product at www.myproduct.
com and wondered if you would be interested in promoting my product?" 

You will be surprised by how many product owners are open to this kind of 
offer. It means you are making money as an affiliate AND receiving sales for 
your own product. 

Double the profit.

5) Here are the results after we promoted each other products. The results were 
so pleasing we sent another promotion 2 days after the initial one...

Case Study Results...

Here's a screenshot of the sales I made for "The Endless Opt in" Product
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Next is the Screen Shot of the Sales my JV Partner made for my product.
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We both made over $7,000 PROFIT each from this one venture.

Because we were both so happy with the results we still continue to promote 
each others products months after the initial swap.

The Clickbank "Swap & Double Profit" Tactic Is HIGHLY effective at bringing in 
INSTANT cash flow. 

Once you've followed the steps in Videos #2, #3 and #4 you will be able to replicate and 
execute this method.

Everything is shown step by step!

Click here to learn more about Dominating CB

If you enjoyed these case studies then you are going to love my product, Dominating CB

It's a series of interactive video tutorials teaching you in a 'step by by step' manner how to 
replicate the techniques above and much more. 
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You will be blown away!

In fact ....what I've shown you is just a 'taster' of what is contained in 'Dominating 
Clickbank'. 

Click here to start using the tactics I teach in Dominating CB to make YOU money 
right now

 

Thousands are already members of this system and are having FANTASTIC results. 

Listen To What 'Regular Ordinary People" From 20 Year Old 
College Graduates Years To 70 Year Old Retirees Thought Of The 

Dominating CB Video Tutorials"

"Dominating CB is another example of your excellent products. By far 
anyone could use these videos to make a huge amount of money with 
Clickbank. Keep up the great work Andrew." 

- Sue Bentley

-----------------------------------------------------

"Having just reviewed Andrew's new Video's "Dominating Clickbank", I 
must say that it is a tremendous piece of work, taking the viewer on 
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an easy to understand journey to total domination of this media. You 
want big money? then you've got it here. Talk about speculate to 
accumulate, you can't help it with Andrew's videos"

- Terry Speake T
Terencespeake.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew I just finished watching the first 6 dominating Clickbank 
videos and I can't say enough about the quality of information 
provided in them. They are easy to watch and listen to as well as 
quick loading. Excellent product." 

- Merv Hass

-----------------------------------------------------

"Wow! Andrew, what can I say? The in-depth information that you 
provide with these videos is excellent. I've been a user of 
Clickbank myself for many years and still learnt some valuable 
information from these videos. You have provide and easy to follow 
method for anyone to make an income online, whatever their 
experience or background. I just wished that you had kept this 
information between you and me." 

- Wayne Gillies
wayne@gilliesuk.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

"Andrew..You have a Winning Product here. Can't believe the ease at 
which you make it sound to get AFFILIATE CASH..My goodness you have 
done it!" 

- Rocio Curry
Ladyperu@comcast.net

-----------------------------------------------------

"Hi Andrew, Just been through your set of Dominating CB Videos. As a 
previous customer of your Dominating Adsense Course, I was expecting 
a very detailed and well presented course; I wasn't disappointed. 
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You have a knack of breaking down everything so that even the 
'slowest' of can learn and benefit from your materials. Your new 
course has been a real eye-opener for me. I had no idea you could 
use Clickbank to generate income in the ways you teach. Video 2 has 
really got me thinking! I was unable to view video 6; just would not 
get past the 'loading' screen. Will give it another go tomorrow. 
Keep up the excellent work!" 

Shiv Singh
shiv.singh@ntlworld.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

"I've always wanted a great source for understanding how to get the 
most out of Clickbanks affiliate marketing and this looks like the 
answer." 

- Rick Gomez,
loanisapproved@gmail.com

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew, I just finished the review of Dominating CB and I am blown 
away with all the information! Step by step instructions that are 
easy for anyone to understand in small enough bites that aren't 
overwhelming. A WINNER!"

- Shirley Weilnau 
hookedongold@msn.com

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew.. Looked at some of your Dominating ClickBank Videos and as 
usual, with all your products they are very informative.. simple to 
understand... for the beginner as well as someone who is more 
advanced.. There were no problem with the streaming.... Keep up the 
good work.." 

- Dave 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Hey Andrew, Great stuff answering questions that have plagued me 
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since I first started thinking about promoting other people's 
products from Clickbank. Now I have picked up some "Ah Ha" advice I 
feel much more confident now about my affiliate marketing plans ~ so 
now I'm ready to "give it a proper go" instead of dabbling and 
wondering."

- Jan Smith, Austraila
jan@constructingprofits.com 
Bizarebazaar.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Hey Andrew, I like your videos on Dominating CB. Your approach to 
this avenue of income is very well put forward and easy to follow 
along. The methods used are very doable. Good work."

Bart R
bkruther@telusplanet.net 

-----------------------------------------------------

"I live in New Zealand & Broadband here is not terribly fast,but I 
found the videos downloaded in a minute & were perfect viewing. In 
fact I was so interested I was tempted to call in sick next day to 
really get my teeth into this. I have had a Clickbank acc for years 
yet never ventured near,now with Andrews illumination I have 
discovered a whole new world of commerce. Another positive step in 
the direction of financial freedom."

- Mike Fisher, New Zealand
crusty@iconz.co.nz 

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew, this looks like the product I have been waiting for. It 
answers many of the questions I had concerning marketing Clickbank 
products. Also, the Resale Rights Criteria that you outlined were 
very helpful - especially the comments on the use of Master Resale 
Rights."

- David Boulay
rewarding8@yahoo.com 
AllAboutMoneyNewsletter.com

-----------------------------------------------------
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"I liked the detailed, clearly explained functioning of a Clickbank 
marketing program. Appreciate hearing the pro's and con's of many 
aspects of the business. Should be helpful to all of us." 

- Paul Hummer 
starmarketing@acninc.net 

-----------------------------------------------------

"These videos were really eye opening. They showed me ways of making 
money that never crossed my mind. Please keep them coming. I really 
loved the one on Affiliate Hunting and can't wait for the rest! I 
really need to review these again because they make it seem so easy 
the videos were truly amazing. This isn't a bunch of bull either. 
I've been doing this for a little bit and wish I had them when I 
first started."

- Mark Ress 
mark@dollar-a-day-per-site.info 

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew Congratulations on a fascinating , easy to understand 
course. You have far exceeded my expectations by clearly showing us 
how huge the clickbank opportunity really is - and you showed us the 
proof and the methods to use to be successful I cant wait to upload 
my PLR products and finally start to make money..." 

- Chris Corrin 
chris.corrin@ntlworld.com
Wealthyminds.co.uk 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Hi Andrew, You have done a great job with Dominating Clickbank! 
This has helped me put products some of my Products in Clickbank 
quicker than I thought it would take! Thank you for the step by step 
videos!"

- Carlo Selorio, Austraila
Info-Product-Giveaway.com 

-----------------------------------------------------
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"Andrew, This is a most excellent product. - videos 1 to 6 are very 
good. I cant wait to see videos 7,8,9." 

- Chris Freville 
chris@guaranteedbusiness.co.uk 

-----------------------------------------------------

"This is some of the best information I've seen about profiting with 
Clickbank... WAY beyond the familiar "just point people to CB 
products" that everyone is selling. I never imagined working with 
Clickbank in this way and now I've got 2 projects in the works! 
Thanks!" 

- Steven Sashen
steven@quantumwealth.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Andrew, Amazing! This is definitely the most comprehensive course 
about mastering Clickbank I have ever seen. The step by step 
tutorials make the learning efficient and interesting. "

- Michael Chang

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

-----------------------------------------------------

"Wow, Andrew. I learned a ton from your "Dominating Adsense" videos, 
and "Dominating Cb" is every bit as good! There were quite a few 
tips and tricks in there that I would never have thought of, and 
your organized step-by-step approach is great even for both raw 
beginners, and seasoned experts alike. "

- John Barbour
john@emarketingman.com 

-----------------------------------------------------

"Your Dominating Clickbank videos are very easy to follow and 
provide good concrete real data to support their effectiveness. Look 
forward to seeing the complete set." 
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- Peter Leith 
Peterleith@paradise.net.nz 

-----------------------------------------------------

"We have all been to expensive courses on this subject - but this is 
miles better - no big fees, no travel, no expensive hotels. You get 
the program in Videos - from a real guy with seven years experience 
and who has made big real money - with all the proof that you sure 
need. He gives away lots of his secrets that you can copy and you 
also can make real money. The real advantage of the videos you can 
repeat again and again and set your own pace. A marvelous 
presentation and his Irish twang gets to you and you begin to 
recognize a real friend in Andrew Fox."

- Ian Fotheringham
ifoth@lineone.net 

Click here now to learn more about Dominating CB Now

 

Do yourself a favour and check it out now 

Click here to grab your copy of Dominating CB Now

I look forward to handing you my 'step by step' video tutorial system on a silver platter.

Warmest Regards,

Andrew Fox 
Founder of DominatingClickbank.com

PS: Remember the great news is you don't even need a website, email list or a product to 
get started with the system I teach.

PPS: In seven years of making a full time living online, I'm convinced this is the one of the 
easiest methods to cash in on the Internet Goldmine.
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Click here to grab your copy of Dominating CB Now

*Please note I give permission for this report to be passed around on the 
condition the original content is not altered or copied in any way*
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